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Set up from English reporting about postmarks at the time Olympic Games. I am sorry to say me postmarks roughly do
not like, but with it anything no make. Be noting only postmarks in London, pertinent interested person may I send hypotenuse,
complete of 9 pages, where learn more about postmarks except London. But glory so it is not System ordering is to our
conditions perhaps a little peculiar...The letters or cards, intend for cancelling must have mentioned recipient address and be in
due form franked, for sending in England minimally stamp funds 1st, otherwise after tables. Unfortunately stamp 87p there is no,
L1,28 yes. If you will use two stemps 1st, it is a little, because 1st is 60 pences. If you want have frankature needs, you must
combine with pay with definitive values of Queen Elizabeth.
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Cover with your mails in left upper corner designate as „SPECIAL HANDSTAMPS" and on envelope, intended to
cancelling take out numbers asked postmark. Beside numbers of the postmark you can show in also date. To correct conduct
deliveries back advise apply acceptable envelope with your address. This envelope already without francature, postage have
you got paid in frankature envelopes, intended to cancelling.Illustration in this bulletin approximately be full of sizes; we are
sorry, that the cannot guarantee , that the actual illustration of postal cancellation will not have same size how illustration, that
are depict in our survey. All the postmarks used in the London is possible to order however upon this address :

London Special Handstamp Centre
Royal Mail, Mount Pleasant, Farringdon Road, LONDON, EC1A 1BB.

It blue left down is pulp used on Olympex Exhibition. H'm, so it somehow use! So, let us you the medals shower!

Royal Mail stamps to go for gold in London 2012
•Royal Mail stamps to be issued to mark all Team GB gold medal wins
•Gold medal stamps a first for Royal Mail
•Only 3rd time a host nation has issued individual Olympic gold medal stamps
Royal Mail has announced that it will issue special gold medal stamps to celebrate Team GB
Olympic gold medal wins.
Details of the actual designs
themselves are set to be announced
later, when Royal Mail will also
announce its plans to commemorate
the Paralympic Games.
At the Beijing 2008 Olympic
Games Team GB won 19 gold
medals. It will be the third time a host
nation has issued stamps to mark individual Olympic gold medal wins. Australia Post was the
first postal service to issue gold medal stamps to mark home team Olympic victories in 2000,
with Hellenic Post in Greece following suit in 2004. In 2008 China Post issued a single
commemorate sheet of stamps to mark their national team’s success in Beijing. More recently
Canada Post issued a stamp to mark the first ever gold medal won on home territory at the
Winter Olympics in Vancouver in 2010.
WELCOME TO THE LONDON 2012.
Of welcome set four stemps will to vision
in the form of self - gluing stemps in
booklet´s adjustment, published on a day
opening games, then 27.7.2012. The
attention we shall pay jumps to the
waters, fencing, athletics and cycling.
Alike on a day opening of paralympic
games go out next four stemps, also in booklet´s adjustment
For information on Royal Mail’s range of Olympic and Paralympic Stamps visit

www.royalmail.com/sportscollection.
Dear friends!
Please, excuse me my terrible and catastrophal English. But I think that better are informs in bad
English than nothing. May be, next years with FICO will be better.
Sincerely yours
Jaroslav

VISIT FILASPORT INTERNET SHOP
REMEMMBER!!!
web of OLYMPSPORT www.olymp-sport.cz

